WELCOME TO THE POSSIBILITIES OF PARADISE, THE WARM WONDERS OF NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND.

A destination where you can lose yourself in a culture rich with history, and find yourself on the adventure of a lifetime.

More than a guide, this is your first glimpse at paradise. Featuring invaluable information, insider tips, and resort overviews to simplify your travel planning, we hope to ensure your next trip is planned to perfection. Whether you’re looking for luxury accommodations, an all-inclusive experience, or a budget-friendly hotel, you’ll find all that’s possible within these pages. So, go ahead. Dream of a room on the beach, or a private villa tucked away beneath swaying palms. It’s all here, and it’s all waiting for you. Only in Nassau Paradise Island.
Captain Woodes Rogers was appointed Royal Governor of The Bahamas in 1717. Before his duty as governor, Rogers was a privateer from England sent on expeditions in order to harass Spanish colonies throughout the Atlantic Coast.
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JUNKANO0

Junkano0 is a Bahamian cultural expression that began as a celebration of temporary freedom for slaves who were given three days off for Christmas. Traditionally, Junkano0 occurs during the dark hours of Boxing Day (December 26) and again on New Year’s Day. Today, Junkano0 performances take place at select locations and times throughout the year.

Rich Culture
Remarkable History

Boasting a wonderful blend of cultural influences from from England, Spain, West Africa and the original Lucayan inhabitants, the true Bahamian experience is all about enjoying life and welcoming each day and adventure. Colonial influences of yesteryear are still found today, adding color and charm to the beloved Bahamian way of life. Massive ancient forts contrast with Colonial buildings and numerous historic cathedrals and churches.

Pirates. Spanish invaders. Rum smugglers. The history of Nassau Paradise Island is ripe with the folklore of a time long past, but never forgotten.

Then there’s the familiar Bahamian accent, which is a blend of the Queen’s English with African dialects and local slang. And you’ll hear a lot of it from locals who are as welcoming as the island lifestyle.

Junkano0 is a Bahamian cultural expression that began as a celebration of temporary freedom for slaves who were given three days off for Christmas. Traditionally, Junkano0 occurs during the dark hours of Boxing Day (December 26) and again on New Year’s Day. Today, Junkano0 performances take place at select locations and times throughout the year.
Paradise Beach, Paradise Island Bahamas

With miles of serene beaches, the phrase “going for a walk” takes on a whole new meaning in Nassau Paradise Island. It is, actually, more of a rite of passage in a place where locals consider the “how” of the journey to be as important as the “where” of the destination.

Whether you choose to stroll on the powder-white sands, go shelling for sea treasures, take a horseback ride along the water’s edge, or just bask in the sun-drenched beauty that stretches to the horizon, you’re sure to find the beach of your dreams in Nassau Paradise Island.

BREATHTAKING BEACHES

The waters?
Shades of vibrant turquoise.

The temperature?
An enticing 80 degrees.

The result?
A vacation unlike any other.
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Dive into Perfection

Nassau Paradise Island’s clear turquoise waters are the ultimate island playground for boating, sport fishing, diving and snorkeling to explore the amazing undersea coral gardens, shipwrecks and colorful marine life.

When you’re ready to explore, you can tour the islands on a high-speed powerboat, charter a sailboat, book a romantic sunset cruise, or even swim with dolphins or pigs! And you can take the plunge at Aquaventure at Atlantis, the 141-acre thrilling water playground.

Sport fishermen will love the chance to hook a trophy sailfish, yellowfin tuna, or marlin on one of our deep-sea fishing expeditions. Those looking for a truly Bahamian experience can try their hand at bonefish fishing on the south side of the island.

Considered to have some of the world’s best diving, Nassau Paradise Island is a phenomenal dive or snorkel experience—if the hypnotic beauty of the sea life doesn’t impress you, the romance of centuries-old shipwrecks will.
If you’re ever bored while in Nassau Paradise Island, you’re doing something very wrong.

Beyond all there is to do in the warm waters, there’s even more awaiting you on land. Championship golf courses surrounded by some of the most breathtaking ocean views in the world. Luxury spas where you can relax, restore, and recharge. Historic sites that are testaments to an incomparable history.

Walking tours are a fantastic way to travel back in time while visiting legendary forts that still keep watch on the water. You can also see the architectural gems that dot the city as splendid reminders of our colonial past. Those plundering pirates of yore even have a museum of their own. And when you’re ready to mix with a different variety of locals, you can head to the Ardastra Gardens & Zoo to plunge into four acres of lush jungle and see the stunning Flamingo March, as well as a host of other wildlife encounters.

DID YOU KNOW?

John Watling’s Rum Distillery handcrafts their namesake rum using traditional English rum-making methods. The historic 1789 Buena Vista Estate has also hosted many famous patrons, including Bobby Kennedy and actor Robert Mitchum.
After the sun goes down, the stars reveal another vibrant side of the island experience. One full of excitement and a variety of rewarding possibilities. Enjoy the sunset at a casual beachfront bar, or head to a laid-back lounge where conversations flow like refreshing tropical cocktails.

Feeling energized? Then cap off the night with the pulsing sounds and sights at one of our island’s many trendy nightclubs.

And it wouldn’t quite be a Nassau Paradise Island vacation without a visit to one of our two Vegas-style casinos featuring traditional table games, hundreds of the latest slot machines, and international sports wagering.
Your Happily Ever After Starts Here

In addition to being one of the most desirable honeymoon destinations in the world, Nassau Paradise Island is a favorite for couples who dream of a sun-soaked tropical wedding.

Whether you choose an intimate ceremony for the two of you, share the experience with a few friends and family, or host an extravagant affair, the wide variety of settings and services available to you will ensure a fantastic experience for you and your guests.

As well as being a lovely setting for your wedding, Nassau Paradise Island boasts a variety of honeymoon accommodations, from luxurious resorts to secluded private villas. And, of course, you also experience the beauty of the island and our renowned cuisine, from world-class gourmet restaurants to a casual fish fry.

With so many romantic possibilities, no wonder countless couples say “I do” in Nassau Paradise Island.
Where Dining is Always Better

Whether you crave the adventure of the exotic or the comfort of the familiar, get ready for some memorable dining. Our colorful blend of cultures is also showcased in our cuisine, featuring deliciously diverse culinary choices. When our chefs apply international influences to our fresh local fare, it just seems to capture the island mood. You’ll find world-class gourmet restaurants, including the Caribbean’s first, five-star establishment. Or try our casual waterfront dining and everything else in between. Choose from an equally tempting selection of colorful concoctions and well-stocked wine cellars. Seafood lovers will rejoice at the prospect of a fresh catch every day. Arawak Cay, known locally as “The Fish Fry,” is a great place to try authentic Bahamian food in a casual, laid-back setting. But The Bahamas also feature Asian cuisine, Italian favorites, and American classics; burgers, pizza, and sandwiches, just to name a few. There’s a culinary delight for every schedule and every taste.
In more ways than one, Nassau Paradise Island is a shopper’s paradise. From quaint shops to charming open-air markets to luxury boutiques, you’ll discover high-end and locally handcrafted gifts. Treasures befitting an island once overrun with pirates.

Put your negotiating skills to work at the famous Straw Market. You’ll find real bargains on souvenirs and handcrafted items from over 400 local merchants.

For upscale shopping that includes some of the world’s iconic luxury brands, there are the many stylish stores in the Crystal Court at Atlantis, Marina Village and the shops of Baha Mar.

If the wide variety of shops wasn’t enough, you’ll find some shopping is duty-free in Nassau Paradise Island.
Astronauts have remarked about the clear, turquoise waters of The Bahamas. But don’t take their word for it—see it for yourself. Google Earth features detailed images that prove just how fantastic the waters that surround Nassau Paradise Island truly are.
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**Inspired Accommodations**

With a variety of guest accommodations, sweeping views, and gracious Bahamian hospitality, you’ll be thankful you came and so sorry you’ll have to leave.

Can Nassau Paradise Island be everything to everyone? Yes. From lavish resorts to cozy beachside villas, staying on the island is, in and of itself, an experience to savor.

One where you’ll be treated to a variety of amenities and opportunities to play that range from doting personal service to narrated tours and so much more.

In so many ways, the island encourages you to enjoy the endless wonders as only the locals can share. Perhaps best of all, a Nassau Paradise Island vacation is within reach of most budgets...and everyone’s expectations.

**AMAZING RESORTS**

**Bahia Mar**

**Versailles Gardens**

**Baha Mar**

**Atlantis, Paradise Island**

**Sandals Royal Bahamian**

**Warwick Paradise Island Bahamas - All Inclusive**
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Nassau & Cable Beach Resorts

There’s a pervasive wisdom in Nassau Paradise Island that centers on the belief that vacations are meant to be departures from the everyday, not reminders of it. Surrounded by historic charms and stunning views, our resorts, hotels and Vegas-style casino ensure your experience will be just that—a journey into the exceptional that’s just a short distance from downtown Nassau’s shopping, dining, and attractions.
Set alongside 3,000 feet of uninterrupted white-sand beach and crystal-clear waters, Baha Mar captures the true spirit of The Bahamas, blending a collection of world-renowned hotels and unparalleled resort experiences with authentic Bahamian architecture and culture. At Baha Mar, every hotel, every amenity, every detail, is designed to remind you why you’re here. To recharge. To play. To stir your soul.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Baha Mar Casino, the largest and most glamorous in the Caribbean
• More than 40 restaurants, bars and lounges
• Complimentary water activities on the beach
• Baha Mar Explorers Club for children ages 3-12
• The Sanctuary offers hands-on wildlife encounters with numerous indigenous species; get up close to turtles, stingrays and native birds, plus snorkel with nurse sharks
• The Caribbean’s first and only ESPA spa
• A Peter Burwash International tennis program with 9 meticulously maintained hard, clay and grass surfaces
• The 18-hole Royal Blue, a Jack Nicklaus Signature golf course
• 200,000 square-foot indoor and outdoor convention facility
• The finest luxury and fashion retailers from around the world
• 10 minutes from the airport

For more information visit: NassauParadiseIsland.com
**HIGHLIGHTS**

- A Baha Mar resort hotel
- 238 rooms, suites and villas
- Complete access to all of Baha Mar including The Sanctuary, children’s Explorers Club, Baha Mar Casino, Jack Nicklaus Signature designed golf course, ESPA spa, pools, restaurants, bars, and much more
- Butler service
- 20,600 square-foot dedicated indoor and outdoor event space
- Complimentary Wi-Fi

**ROSEWOOD BAHAMAR**

Rosewood Baha Mar is a sanctuary of exclusivity, featuring the modern charm of British colonial architecture with new, world-class amenities. Rosewood epitomizes Bahamian refinement and sophistication.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- A Baha Mar resort hotel
- 238 rooms, suites and villas
- Complete access to all of Baha Mar including The Sanctuary, children’s Explorers Club, Baha Mar Casino, Jack Nicklaus Signature designed golf course, ESPA spa, pools, restaurants, bars, and much more
- Butler service
- 20,600 square-foot dedicated indoor and outdoor event space
- Complimentary Wi-Fi
BRITISH COLONIAL HILTON, NASSAU

A lasting symbol of a bygone era, the British Colonial Hilton, Nassau is the perfect union of historic elegance and contemporary style. Magnificent accommodations are complemented by modern amenities and luxuries tailored to both the business and vacationing traveler.

A private, white-sand beach provides the ideal spot to soak in the sun, take a swim or simply lounge in the shade. For those craving adventure, snorkeling gear and kayaks are also provided.

You’ll also find comfort and pleasure at every turn, including delicious Caribbean and international cuisine, a state-of-the-art fitness center, expansive business facilities, and a myriad of mindful amenities. Shopping, dining, and exploring some of The Bahamas’ most famed attractions and sights are just footsteps away in downtown Nassau.

HIGHLIGHTS

• Harbor views
• 281 guest rooms and suites
• Signature Hilton Serenity Bed
• British Colonial décor throughout
• Private, white-sand beach and sparkling pool
• 24-hour in-room dining
• Two restaurants & two bars
• Business facilities
• Function and meeting space
• Executive Lounge

SLS HOTELS BRINGS ITS STANDARDS OF STYLE, LUXURY AND SERVICE TO AN EXOTIC NEW LOCALE WITH SLS BAHAMAS.

SLS Hotels brings its standards of style, luxury and service to an exotic new locale with SLS Baha Mar Hotel & Residences. Combining a five-star hotel experience with elements of creativity and community, SLS Baha Mar will be an irresistible Bahamian retreat for the most discerning global traveler. Featuring world-class décor, unforgettable dining and nightlife experiences, and exclusive access to the SBE Collection and Global Concierge.

HIGHLIGHTS

• A Baha Mar resort hotel
• 299 rooms including 109 suites with floor-to-ceiling windows
• Complete access to all of Baha Mar including The Sanctuary, children’s Explorers Club, Baha Mar Casino, Jack Nicklaus Signature designed golf course, ESPA spa, pools, restaurants, bars, and much more
• First SLS resort in the Caribbean
• 2 dedicated pools with butler service
• 12,000 square-foot dedicated meeting space
• Complimentary Wi-Fi

For more information visit: NassauParadiseIsland.com
Nestled in the heart of Old Nassau sits the Graycliff Hotel. The historic colonial mansion built in the 1740s is surrounded by fragrant tropical gardens and serves as a welcoming oasis of elegant tranquility.

Boasting the Caribbean’s first five-star restaurant, the Graycliff Hotel caters to guests who value an uncommon experience. With 20 beautifully-appointed guest rooms, two inviting swimming pools, an expansive wine collection, formal dining at Graycliff Restaurant, casual dining at the Humidor Churrascaria and Giotto Pizzeria, and Graycliff Heritage Village Artist Studios, the Graycliff Hotel has attracted some of the world’s most notable “who’s who.”

You’ll be welcomed home in your uniquely-decorated guest room which reflects the charm and romance of the tropics, with an alluring blend of the historic and all of today’s modern conveniences.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- The five-star Graycliff Restaurant, one of the top dining establishments in the world
- The third-largest private wine cellar in the world
- Casual dining offered at the Humidor Churrascaria Brazilian Steakhouse and Giotto Pizzeria
- The Graycliff Cigar Company offers world-renowned handmade cigars
- The Graycliff Chocolatier is a fully interactive chocolate-making experience
- Heritage Village Artist Studios and Heritage Museum of The Bahamas
- Registered in the National Register of Historic Places
- Complimentary Wi-Fi

Situated on a 1,000-foot stretch of white-sand beach on Nassau’s spectacular Cable Beach, the Meliá Nassau Beach All Inclusive is seaside perfection. Enjoy sweeping views, welcoming accommodations, luxurious amenities, and internationally-inspired cuisine infused with Bahamian flair.

Designed as a playground for children of all ages, the Meliá Nassau Beach All Inclusive offers an array of activities, including championship golf, beach volleyball, watersports, sailing, and snorkeling in turquoise waters rich with wonder and wildlife.

Guests also have a range of property features at their fingertips, such as a swim-up pool bar, 24-hour fitness center, and business center. All of which are conveniently close to shopping, dining, the downtown business center, and other island attractions.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- 694 comfortably-appointed guest rooms, including 32 suites
- All rooms and suites feature balconies or terraces
- A variety of restaurants and lounges, including nightly entertainment
- Expansive grounds with three pools and two whirlpools, waterfalls and lush landscaping
- Kids Club and enriching activities
- High-speed Internet access
- Indoor and outdoor space for meetings and events
- 100% non-smoking rooms and facilities
- 50" Smart TVs
- Pillow menu

For more information visit: NassauParadiseIsland.com
Imagine a sanctuary so alluring, the Duke and Duchess of Windsor made it their epicenter for high-society, much like the famed Balmoral Club of the 1940s. Today, transformed into the Sandals Royal Bahamian, the resort remains an oasis of European grandeur, where guests are still treated as royals.

White-sand beaches and turquoise waters embrace tropical gardens and opulent suites, some of which are the size of private villas. All Love Nest® suites come complete with every imaginable amenity, including your own private butler. Ten superb restaurants offer a superior level of quality dining options.

Plus, only Sandals Royal Bahamian encompasses two all inclusive vacations in one—an exotic escape to our romantic Offshore Island, just minutes away with two secluded lagoons, a pool with a swim-up bar, spa, and restaurant. Proving Sandals Royal Bahamian is the best of European elegance and island romance wrapped up in one unforgettable vacation.

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- A Sandals Luxury all-inclusive resort
- Private offshore island with lagoons, pool, swim-up bar, spa and restaurant
- Seven pools, six whirlpools, two swim-up bars
- A variety of all-inclusive water sports, with top-of-the-line equipment and professional instruction.
- Complete fitness center with panoramic views
- Nightly live entertainment and “theme nights”
- Voted “Top Spa Resort” by readers of Condé Nast Traveler
- Conference center with large meeting rooms

**DID YOU KNOW?**
Nassau Paradise Island offers diversions of the “off the beaten path” variety. Whether diving the world-famous Blue Holes, sailing our tranquil waters, or exploring the beaches on horseback, one thing is certain: the abundance of wildlife, fragrant flora, and untold adventures are never, ever far away.
Paradise Island Resorts

Lush and inviting, Paradise Island’s hotels and resorts provide a welcome escape from the typical, a foray into the unforgettable. Situated just north of Nassau, the island is brimming with indulgence and adventure. Enjoy a vibrant nightlife, world-celebrated dining, duty-free shopping, and a Vegas-caliber casino, as well as endless waves, and pristine sugar-white sand beaches.
Come and explore where water meets wonder. At Atlantis, everything you need—or want—is delivered on a truly epic scale.

Inspired by the lost city of Atlantis, Paradise Island’s legendary resort is more than a destination. It’s everything you could imagine. Decadent dining. World-class entertainment. Brag-worthy accommodations. All delivered on a grand scale by an exceptional staff eager to share their insights into all Atlantis has to offer.

From the heart-pounding water slides at our 141-acre Aquaventure water park to the body and mind-soothing treatments at Mandara Spa, the vacation of a lifetime is waiting for you at Atlantis. Feeling lucky? The Atlantis Casino is one of the largest in all the Caribbean.

And when you’re ready to tempt your taste buds, so are we. Twenty restaurants are waiting to satisfy your every culinary desire.

Not surprisingly, the choices of where to stay at Atlantis are just as grand and varied as the legendary resort itself, with more than 3,800 guest rooms and suites ranging from tastefully moderate to lavishly luxurious. Each one guaranteeing you unfettered access to all the wonders of Atlantis.

So much more than a resort. An incomparable playground for couples, families, and friends.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Aquaventure, one of the world’s largest water parks
- Several inviting white-sand beaches
- 14 sparkling lagoons with more than 50,000 marine animals
- Hands-on wildlife encounters where you touch, feed, and interact with marine life
- Atlantis Kids Adventures programs for children ages 3-12
- High-tech CRUSH teen night club for ages 13-17
- Celebrated 18-hole Ocean Club Golf Course
- 19 bars and lounges and 20 world-class restaurants
- Unlimited access to our movie theater
- World-class Conference Center accommodating up to 4,000 guests
THE BEACH AT ATLANTIS

The Beach at Atlantis invites you to enjoy carefree, come-as-you-are Caribbean comfort and hospitality. Elegantly appointed and decorated in casual tropical decor, it’s a natural blend with the adjacent white-sand beach, and lush tropical lagoons.

Situated just steps away from all that Atlantis has to offer, from fine dining to duty-free shopping in Marina Village to marine life experiences and more, The Beach at Atlantis is all about affordable splendor for families wishing to experience a truly unforgettable vacation.

HIGHLIGHTS
• An Atlantis, Paradise Island resort hotel
• 487 rooms, with terrace or water views
• Steps away from pools and the beach
• Separate kids water play area
• Gamer’s Reef video and arcade games
• Atlantis Pals hands-on plush toy creation studio
• Full access to all of Atlantis, including Aquaventure water park, Atlantis Casino, marine habitats, pools, restaurants, bars, and much more

THE CORAL AT ATLANTIS

Modern yet relaxed, The Coral at Atlantis is the ideal combination of laid-back Bahamian ambiance and opulent service. Bright, contemporary, and ensconced in soft Bahamian colors highlighted by ocean motifs, The Coral guest rooms offer travelers visiting Paradise Island a vacation accommodation filled with beauty and comfort.

Moderately priced, family friendly, and business smart, The Coral at Atlantis puts all that Paradise Island has to offer well within your reach.

HIGHLIGHTS
• An Atlantis, Paradise Island resort hotel
• 609 Deluxe, Premium and Kids Concierge rooms
• Upscale shopping at Crystal Court
• Steps away from dining and shopping at Marina Village
• Full access to all of Atlantis, including Aquaventure water park, Atlantis Casino, marine habitats, pools, restaurants, bars, and much more
• Poolscape with cabanas
• Room service
• Swim-up bar
Dynamic and stylish. Sophisticated and sensual. The Cove at Atlantis is a place where scene meets scenery and urban chic meets white-sand beaches. Here, stylish and decidedly upscale guest experiences raise the bar…and expectations.

From the exquisite open-air lobby to the stunning guest rooms and suites to our exclusive amenities, The Cove at Atlantis ensures you want for nothing while delivering exceptional everything.

**THE COVE AT ATLANTIS**

- An exclusive resort within the world of Atlantis
- 600 floor-to-ceiling ocean-view suites
- The Cove Club, a preeminent concierge level of suites where guests relish additional services and amenities
- Adult-only ultra-pool with an outdoor gaming pavilion, live DJs, and 20 private cabanas
- Full access to all of Atlantis, including Aquaventure water park, Atlantis Casino, marine habitats, pools, restaurants, bars, and much more

For families, for groups, for those craving the comforts of home and resort amenities, Harborside Resort at Atlantis is ideal. No luxury has been spared, no detail overlooked.

Whether you’re staying in a one-bedroom villa or a spacious three-bedroom villa, you’ll savor spacious surroundings, beautiful furnishings, and exceptional conveniences. The island’s natural beauty is yours to enjoy, yet you’re just steps from Atlantis and all it has to offer.

**HARBORSIDE RESORT AT ATLANTIS**

- An Atlantis, Paradise Island resort hotel
- 392 residential-style villas with kitchens or kitchenettes
- Residential-style villas with kitchens or kitchenettes
- Overlooking Marina Village and Nassau Harbor
- Several inviting white-sand beaches nearby
- Full access to all of Atlantis, including Aquaventure water park, Atlantis Casino, marine habitats, pools, restaurants, bars and much more

For more information visit: [NassauParadiseIsland.com](NassauParadiseIsland.com)
The Reef at Atlantis provides exceptional home-away-from-home convenience with a stunning variety of beautifully appointed luxury condo-style residences. Spacious studios, luxurious suites, and stunning penthouses are expertly designed and situated directly on one of Paradise Island’s most spectacular beaches.

Private balconies with breathtaking terrace, harbor, or ocean views, full kitchens and kitchenettes, and on-site laundry facilities are but a few of the amenities that make The Reef at Atlantis one of the top resort experiences in The Bahamas.

HIGHLIGHTS
• An Atlantis, Paradise Island resort hotel
• 497 residential-style studios, one-and two-bedroom suites with full kitchens or kitchenettes
• Private balconies with terrace, harbor, or ocean views
• Steps away from Paradise Beach
• Semi-private zero-entry Cascades Pool
• Sundries mini-market and a Starbucks located just off the lobby
• Full access to all of Atlantis, including Aquaventure water park, Atlantis Casino, marine habitats, pools, restaurants, bars and much more

THE ROYAL AT ATLANTIS

Stretching high into the dazzling Bahamian sky is the iconic crown jewel of Atlantis, The Royal. Offering premium guest rooms and suites with sweeping views of our magnificent pools, surrounding waters, or charming harbor.

Centrally located to the premier attractions Atlantis offers, The Royal provides convenient access to all that makes Atlantis an unforgettable destination, including Aquaventure, The Dig, Ruins Lagoon, and countless other stunning and exciting features.

HIGHLIGHTS
• An Atlantis, Paradise Island resort hotel
• 1201 guest rooms and lavish suites, some with exclusive benefits
• Adjoins the Atlantis Casino, one the largest casinos in the Caribbean
• Majestic Great Hall of Waters lobby
• Both the Ruins Lagoon and The Dig can be reached from the lobby
• Full access to all of Atlantis, including Aquaventure water park, Atlantis Casino, marine habitats, pools, restaurants, bars, and much more
BAY VIEW SUITES PARADISE ISLAND, BAHAMAS

A lush, tropical retreat that offers restful solitude as well as all the comforts of home. With easy access to spectacular beaches, shopping, dining, activities, and nightlife. And all just a short flight away. Your home in paradise is here.

Our one-bedroom suites are perfect for individuals and couples, while our two-bedroom suites, townhomes, and villas are ideal for extended families and friends who enjoy traveling together.

A separate living room with either a private patio, or a balcony provides plenty of space to stretch out and relax. Each suite features central air conditioning, cable television, and free high-speed Wi-Fi.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Three fresh-water swimming pools
• Poolside cocktail bar
• Lighted Har-Tru tennis court
• Guest laundry
• Shopping centers five minutes away
• 10-minute walk to beautiful Paradise Island beaches
• Convenience store on property
• Multilingual staff (English, German, French)
• Free high-speed Wi-Fi
• 100% smoke-free rooms
• Exercise facility
• In-room safe
• Complete kitchen

COMFORT SUITES PARADISE ISLAND

Welcome to Comfort Suites Paradise Island, a property featuring 223 recently renovated junior suites, and located just steps away from the magnificent Atlantis, Paradise Island Resort.

Comfort Suites features an array of guest services, amenities, and facilities for those here for business and pleasure. Those on business will welcome our business boardroom and free Wi-Fi. Those on vacation will enjoy the beautiful outdoor pool where you can swim and relax, admire lush greenery from the sundeck, and enjoy a drink amid a tropical setting at the swim-up bar.

In addition to a complimentary hot American buffet breakfast every day, you will have full access to all Atlantis property features and amenities as well as Atlantis’ many restaurants and lounges.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Completely smoke-free hotel
• The most affordable accommodations near Atlantis, Paradise Island
• Guestrooms include compact refrigerator, free in-room safe, hair dryer, iron and ironing boards, pull out sofa beds, coffee maker, flat screen TVs with cable access, and free Wi-Fi
• Daily complimentary hot American buffet breakfast
• Full access to all of Atlantis, including Aquaventure water park, Atlantis Casino, marine habitats, pools, restaurants, bars, and much more
• Meeting facilities
• Crusoe’s Restaurant
• Complimentary use of business center

For more information visit: NassauParadiseIsland.com
THE OCEAN CLUB, A FOUR SEASONS RESORT, BAHAMAS

This alluring beachfront hideaway reflects the glamorous ambiance and posh exclusivity of a grand colonial manor, welcoming generations of the world’s traveling elite. Expansive manicured lawns, world-class golf, acclaimed dining and a Carlo Milano boutique are joined by three pools, a fitness centre and indulgent spa services to provide enchanting, exclusive benefits to guests of The Ocean Club.

Unparalleled culinary adventures inspired by the bounty of the sea are featured in three unique restaurants, including the legendary French-Asian cuisines of chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten’s award-winning DUNE. Two lounges offer timeless glamor and refined tropical elegance.

Here, service is elevated to a fine art form by a gracious staff welcoming you to a treasured sanctuary of privileged perfection. With warm and inviting accommodations; its contemporary Bahamian chic Hartford Wing, traditional Bahamian Style Crescent Wing, Garden Cottages and Villa Residences; all reflect the refined qualities of an elegant home, tasteful in every detail and appointed with modern amenities.

PARADISE HARBOUR CLUB & MARINA

Paradise Harbour Club & Marina is the ideal choice for those craving the freedom of a private residence with the perks and facilities of a large resort. Boasting a diverse selection of rooms, suites, and apartments, this Bahamian timeshare resort appeals to everyone, from families with children to couples in search of quiet time for two.

With stunning views of the marina and harbour, the resort is located near some of the most beautiful beaches in The Bahamas and offers a wide range of aquatic activities. Swim in the lagoon-style pool with a waterfall, relax in the hot tub, or try your hand at any number of water sports.

Guests can also explore the nearby Atlantis Casino, the many shopping and dining venues, and many more opportunities to enjoy the excitement and laid-back style of the Island.

HIGHLIGHTS

- 107 luxury guest rooms, suites, cottages, and villas
- Award-winning spa with eight Balinese-style treatment rooms
- Celebrated championship 18-hole, Tom Weiskopf, Ocean Club Golf Course
- 6 Har-Tru tennis courts
- 24-hour gourmet in-room dining and butler service
- Complimentary Kids Club with specially tailored programs for guests aged 4-12
- Conference and meeting space
- 5 restaurants and lounges

HIGHLIGHTS

- King-size hotel rooms, full-size junior suites, and one- and two-bedroom apartments
- Only Bahamian timeshare resort that has received 12 prestigious RCI Gold Crown Awards
- 22-slip marina that can accommodate vessels up to 180-feet long
- Lagoon-style pool

For more information visit: NassauParadiseIsland.com
PARADISE ISLAND BEACH CLUB

Nestled on a relatively isolated strip of spectacular beach, the Paradise Island Beach Club provides all the seclusion of a private escape while keeping the island’s many attractions close at hand.

Apartments feature wicker and rattan furnishings, as well as stunning views from the bedrooms, which are usually ocean panoramas. Your bright pastel and warm colored villa provides the right combination of amenities, conveniences, and privacy.

You also have a variety of dining options and lively evening entertainment. Enjoy lunch at The Reef Bar or you can sample the local fare at nearby Atlantis and Marina Village. At night, feast on culture and entertainment.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Two-bedroom apartments with full kitchens
- Outdoor barbecue grills
- Two heated freshwater swimming pools
- Spacious sundecks
- Fitness facilities
- On-site convenience grocery and liquor store

SUNRISE BEACH CLUB & VILLAS

Sunrise Beach Club & Villas is a charming, private beach property located where guests enjoy the best of both worlds—the amenities of a fine hotel coupled with the comfort and convenience of a private villa.

Situated right on the beach, you can spend your days basking in the sun, strolling along the powder-soft sand, or snorkeling in our warm tropical waters.

Our convenient location also puts you just steps away from some of the best attractions in Nassau Paradise Island, including the Atlantis Casino. Which means you can take in the island action, then leave the crowd behind and come home to a peaceful enclave.

So whether you’re vacationing with friends or a family vacation, or are on a romantic honeymoon, we assure you a relaxing, private, and spectacular beach vacation.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Intimate 29-room hotel
- Each private room and villa features a fully-appointed kitchen, terrace or patio, entertainment center, and more
- Resort offers access to thrilling water activities
- Wedding and event planning assistance available
- Viola’s Bar and Grill on-site
- Private waterfall pool
- Children’s pool

For more information visit: [NassauParadiseIsland.com](http://NassauParadiseIsland.com)
It has taken millions of years for the warm winds, gentle surf, and endless sunshine to transform Nassau Paradise Island into the breathtaking island escape it is today. Fortunately for you, enjoying it is as close as an airport. Located roughly 188 miles off the South Florida coast, Nassau Paradise Island can be reached by air and by sea. So, if you’ve ever yearned for an experience unlike any other, in a setting unlike any you’ve ever experienced, now you know how to get here.

Make your visit the vacation you deserve. Plan your trip today at NassauParadiseIsland.com
You’re sure to enjoy our “warm” hospitality. The spectacular weather in The Bahamas is controlled in large part by the tropical waters of the Gulf Stream. As a result, the average high temperature in The Bahamas is 88.9 F (31.6 C) and the average low temperature is 79.2 F (26.2 C).
ENTRY/EXIT REQUIREMENTS
In addition to a valid passport, the Bahamian government may require proof of a return airline ticket and sufficient funds to support your stay. Nassau Paradise Island is one of the few Caribbean destinations that provides pre-clearance for U.S. Customs and Immigration services, allowing flights from Nassau Paradise Island to enter the United States and bypass the normal U.S. Customs and Immigration clearance encountered on most returns from an international destination.

CUSTOMS
Check your country’s government website to learn more about customs and duty-free allowances and exemptions.

CLIMATE
Typical high temperatures range from 70°F to 80°F. Nightly lows rarely fall below 70°F. Water temperatures range from low-80s in summer to mid-70s in winter.

CURRENCY
The Bahamian Dollar is equal in value to the U.S. Dollar. U.S. currency is accepted everywhere, as are major credit cards and travelers’ checks.

ELECTRICITY

TIME ZONE
Eastern Standard Time. Daylight Saving Time is observed.

TRANSPORTATION
Taxis are readily available outside the airport and most hotels. Fares are based on two passengers; there is an additional fee for extra passengers and extra luggage.

HOLIDAYS
Please visit NassauParadis Island.com to view the holiday schedule.

TELEPHONE/TV/INTERNET ACCESS
International direct-dial phone service, satellite television, and internet access (wired and wireless) are available at most hotels and resorts. Please contact your cell phone provider for information on roaming and international charges.

DID YOU KNOW?
In 1936, King Edward VIII gave up his throne to marry “the woman I love” and settled in Nassau. The new couple, known as the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, began a new era of peaceful glamour here, attracting an ever-increasing number of visitors, celebrities, and famous figures to our islands.
Paradise Island Resorts

1. Atlantis, Paradise Island
2. The Beach at Atlantis
3. The Coral at Atlantis
4. The Cove at Atlantis
5. Harborside Resort at Atlantis
6. The Reef at Atlantis
7. The Royal at Atlantis
8. Bay View Suites Paradise Island, Bahamas
9. Comfort Suites Paradise Island
10. The Ocean Club, A Four Seasons Resort, Bahamas
11. Paradise Harbour Club & Marina
12. Paradise Island Beach Club
13. Sunrise Beach Club & Villas

Nassau & Cable Beach Resorts

14. Baha Mar, Nassau Bahamas
15. Grand Hyatt Baha Mar
16. Rosewood Baha Mar
17. SLS Baha Mar
18. British Colonial Hilton, Nassau
19. Graycliff Hotel
20. Meliá Nassau Beach - All Inclusive
21. Sandals Royal Bahamian

TO START PLANNING YOUR NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND VACATION TODAY, VISIT US AT NassauParadiseIsland.com